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(54) POWER CONVERSION DEVICE AND AUTO-TUNING METHOD THEREFOR

(57) Provided is a power conversion apparatus that
achieves automatic tuning of a mutual inductance M in
consideration of magnetic saturation and an automatic
setting relating to a command value of an excitation cur-
rent and stably achieves high torque even in an extremely
low speed range by vector control operation. A method
of automatically tuning a power conversion apparatus
that drives an induction motor includes, in an auto tuning
mode, a step in which a V/f control unit that outputs a
voltage command value of the induction motor changes
a ratio of an output voltage of the induction motor to an
output frequency of the induction motor to change a volt-
age command value over several stages, a step in which
a current detection means that detects an excitation cur-
rent that changes in several stages, and a step in which
a mutual inductance calculation unit that calculates re-
active power on the basis of the voltage command value,
a current detection value, and a speed command value
and estimates, from the reactive power, a mutual induct-
ance of the induction motor that changes in several stag-
es. Furthermore, the method of automatically tuning a

power conversion apparatus includes, in a vector control
mode, a step in which a magnetic flux axis current/mag-
netic flux command setting unit outputs a current com-
mand value and a secondary magnetic flux command
value on the basis of a mutual inductance value and an
excitation current value measured in the auto tuning
mode, and a step in which a vector control calculation
unit outputs a voltage command value of the induction
motor on the basis of the current command value and
the secondary magnetic flux command value. In the step
of outputting the current command value and the sec-
ondary magnetic flux command value, the magnetic flux
axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit sets a
mutual inductance estimated value in a saturated state
and an excitation current value at that time in a low speed
range and sets a mutual inductance estimated value in
a normal state and an excitation current value at that time
in a middle and high speed range.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a power conversion apparatus that drives an induction motor and a method of
automatically tuning the power conversion apparatus.

Background Art

[0002] In an induction motor for a certain application, it is required to output high torque in a low speed range such
as, for example, 5 Hz or less, and in order to solve a torque shortage in a low speed range, an excitation current is
increased. However, since increasing the excitation current generates magnetic flux saturation, it is difficult to set a
numerical value that represents appropriate motor characteristics in vector control. For this reason, it is necessary to
set an appropriate magnetic flux command in consideration of magnetic flux saturation in the power conversion apparatus
that drives the induction motor.
[0003] PTL 1 describes techniques such as a technique capable of measuring an excitation current equivalent to an
excitation current in an equivalent no-load test, even under a load condition in an equivalent no-load test method of an
induction machine, and a control technique that limits a voltage boost amount using torque measurement when over-
current limitation is applied or using this torque. PTL 1 describes "an equivalent no-load test method of an induction
machine in a case where there are known a primary resistance and an equivalent leakage inductance of the induction
machine of a system that uses an inverter to start the induction machine, the equivalent no-load test method comprising
a function of separating an excitation current component from a primary current vector, the primary resistance, and the
equivalent leakage inductance of the induction machine, by an estimation calculation based on a circle diagram method,
the function being capable of separating an excitation current component even at the time of a load." (claim 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] PTL 1: JP H10-285999 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] It is an object of the present invention to provide a power conversion apparatus that achieves automatic tuning
of a mutual inductance M in consideration of magnetic saturation and an automatic setting relating to a command value
of an excitation current and stably achieves high torque even in an extremely low speed range by vector control operation.

Solution to Problem

[0006] In order to solve the above problem, a configuration described in claims is adopted.
[0007] The present application includes a plurality of means for solving the above-mentioned problem. An example
of a method of automatically tuning a power conversion apparatus of the present invention is a method of automatically
tuning a power conversion apparatus that drives an induction motor. The method of automatically tuning the power
conversion apparatus includes, in an auto tuning mode, a step in which an V/f control unit that outputs a voltage command
value of the induction motor changes the ratio of an output voltage of the induction motor to an output frequency of the
induction motor to change a voltage command value over several stages, a step in which a current detecting means
detects an excitation current that changes in several stages, and a step in which a mutual inductance calculation unit
calculates reactive power on the basis of the voltage command value, a current detection value, and a speed command
value, and estimates, from the reactive power, a mutual inductance of the induction motor that changes in several stages.
[0008] An example of the power conversion apparatus of the present invention is a power conversion apparatus that
drives an induction motor. The power conversion apparatus includes a current detecting means that detects a driving
current of the induction motor, an A V/f control unit that outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor on the
basis of a speed command value of the induction motor, a ratio of an output voltage of the induction motor to an output
frequency of the induction motor, and a mutual inductance calculation unit that calculates a mutual inductance of the
induction motor on the basis of the voltage command value, a current detection value, and a speed command value.
The mutual inductance calculation unit includes a reactive power calculation unit that calculates reactive power on the
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basis of the voltage command value, the current detection value, and the speed command value, and a mutual inductance
estimation unit that estimates a mutual inductance from the calculated reactive power.
[0009] Furthermore, another example of the power conversion apparatus of the present invention is a power conversion
apparatus that drives an induction motor by vector control. The power conversion apparatus includes a magnetic flux
axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit that outputs a current command value and a secondary magnetic flux
command value on the basis of a set mutual inductance value and a set excitation current value, and a vector control
calculation unit that outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor on the basis of the current command value
and the secondary magnetic flux command value. In a vector control mode, the magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux
command setting unit sets a mutual inductance value in a saturated state and an excitation current value at that time in
a low speed range, and sets a mutual inductance value in a normal state and an excitation current value at that time in
a middle and high speed range.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0010] According to the present invention, it is possible to achieve automatic tuning of the mutual inductance M in
consideration of magnetic saturation and an automatic setting relating to the command value of the excitation current.
[0011] Furthermore, by setting these constants automatically for a vector control system, it is possible to provide the
power conversion apparatus that stably achieves high torque even in an extremely low speed range.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0012]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a first embodiment of the
present invention.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a configuration diagram of a mutual inductance calculation unit according to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a second embodiment of
the present invention.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a configuration diagram of a V/f control unit according to the second embodiment.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating output signal characteristics of the V/f control unit according to the second
embodiment.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is graphs illustrating characteristics of a voltage command value and a current detection value
according to the second embodiment.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating characteristics of a detection value of an excitation current and a mutual
inductance according to the second embodiment.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a third embodiment of the
present invention.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is graphs illustrating load operating characteristics in a case where a conventional technique is used.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a configuration diagram of a d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit according to the
third embodiment.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is graphs illustrating load operating characteristics in a case the third embodiment is used.
[FIG. 12] FIG. 12 is a configuration diagram of a d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit according to a
fourth embodiment of the present invention.
[FIG. 13] FIG. 13 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a fifth embodiment of
the present invention.
[FIG. 14] FIG. 14 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a modified example of
the fifth embodiment.
[FIG. 15] FIG. 15 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a sixth embodiment of
the present invention.
[FIG. 16] FIG. 16 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a seventh embodiment
of the present invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0013] Embodiments of the present invention will be hereinafter described in detail with reference to the drawings.
Note that the same reference numerals will be assigned to configurations common among the drawings, and repeated
description will be omitted. Furthermore, each embodiment described below is not limited to the illustrated examples.
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[First embodiment]

[0014] The first embodiment relates to measurement of a mutual inductance M in consideration of magnetic saturation
by V/f control.
[0015] FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to the first embodiment
of the present invention.
[0016] An induction motor 1 generates torque by magnetic flux generated by a current of a magnetic flux axis (d-axis)
component and a current of a torque axis (q-axis) component orthogonal to the magnetic flux axis.
[0017] A power converter 2 outputs a voltage value proportional to voltage command values Vu*, Vv*, and Vw* of a
three-phase alternating current and varies an output voltage value and a rotational frequency value of the induction
motor 1.
[0018] A direct current power supply 2a supplies a direct current voltage to the power converter 2.
[0019] A current detector 3 outputs detected values Iuc, Ivc, and Iwc of three-phase alternating currents Iu, Iv, and Iw of
the induction motor 1. The current detector 3 detects line currents of two phases of the induction motor 1 among the
three phases thereof, for example, a U-phase current and a W-phase current, and the line current of the V-phase may
be obtained as Iv = -(Iu + Iw) from an alternating current condition (Iu + Iv + Iw = 0).
[0020] A coordinate conversion unit 4 outputs a d-axis current detection value Idc, and a q-axis current detection value
Iqc of the rotational coordinate axes from the detected values Iuc, Ivc, and Iwc of the three-phase alternating currents Iu,
Iv, and Iw and a phase estimated value θdc.
[0021] A V/f control unit 5 outputs a d-axis voltage command value Vdc* and a q-axis voltage command value Vqc* on
the basis of a speed command value ωr* and the ratio of the output voltage of the induction motor 1 to the output frequency
of the induction motor 1 (V/f).
[0022] A coordinate conversion unit 6 outputs the voltage command values Vu*, Vv*, and Vw* of the three-phase
alternating current on the fixed coordinate axes from the voltage command values Vdc* and Vqc* and the phase estimated
value θdc.
[0023] A mutual inductance calculation unit 7 calculates a mutual inductance MΛ of the induction motor 1 on the basis
of the d-axis voltage command value Vdc* and the q-axis voltage command value Vqc*, the d-axis current detection value
Idc, the q-axis current detection value Iqc, the speed command value ωr*, and a leakage inductance Lσ of the induction
motor 1.
[0024] A phase estimation calculation unit 8 integrates the speed command value ωr* and outputs the phase estimated
value θdc.
[0025] First, the basic operation of the mutual inductance calculation unit 7 that is a feature of the present embodiment
will be described.
[0026] A V/f control unit 5 multiplies the speed command value ωr* given from a host device by the ratio of the output
voltage of the induction motor 1 to the output frequency of the induction motor 1 (V/f_gain) and calculates a q-axis voltage
command value Vqc* by a calculation illustrated in (Equation 1). In the present embodiment, the d-axis voltage command
value is set to zero.
[Equation 1] 

[0027] Herein, a drop voltage by a primary resistance R1 of the induction motor 1 is not compensated. However, in
some cases, there may be performed a boost operation that gives the above-described voltage drop as a voltage bias
to the voltage command values Vdc* and Vqc*. In particular, this is effective in a case where load torque is applied from
the time of startup.
[0028] FIG. 2 illustrates a configuration of the mutual inductance calculation unit 7 that is a feature of the present
invention.
[0029] The mutual inductance calculation unit 7 includes a reactive power calculation unit 7a and a mutual inductance
estimation unit 7b.
[0030] The reactive power calculation unit 7a calculates reactive power Q^ of the induction motor 1 according to
(Equation 2) using the d-axis voltage command value Vdc*, the q-axis voltage command value Vqc*, the d-axis current
detection value Idc, and the q-axis current detection value Iqc.
[Equation 2] 
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[0031] Herein, the reactive power Q^ will be described.
[0032] The voltage equation of the induction motor 1 is expressed by (Equation 3).
[Equation 3] 

[0033] Here, Lσ represents a leakage inductance, M represents a mutual inductance, L2 represents a secondary side
inductance, ω1 represents a primary angular frequency command, ϕ2d represents a d-axis secondary magnetic flux, and
ϕ2q represents a q-axis secondary flux.
[0034] By substituting (Equation 3) into (Equation 2) and setting Id = Idc, Iq = Iqc, and ω1 = ωr*, the reactive power Q^
can be expressed by (Equation 4).
[Equation 4] 

[0035] Next, using the reactive power Q^ illustrated in (Equation 4), the mutual inductance estimation unit 7b solves
a quadratic equation for the mutual inductance estimated value MΛ by calculation of (Equation 5).
[Equation 5] 

[0036] The above is the basic operation of the mutual inductance calculation unit.
[0037] According to the present embodiment, by using the reactive power as described above, it is possible to estimate
the mutual inductance M with high accuracy regardless of a no-load state or a loaded state.

[Second embodiment]

[0038] The second embodiment relates to creation of a table of a mutual inductance and an excitation current.
[0039] FIG. 3 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to the second embodiment of the
present invention.
[0040] In the first embodiment, a ratio of an output voltage to an output frequency (hereinafter referred to as V/f ratio)
of the V/f control unit is set to a fixed value. However, in the present embodiment, the V/f ratio is changed in several stages.
[0041] In the figure, reference numerals 1 to 4 and 6 to 8 are the same as those in FIG. 1.
[0042] FIG. 4 is a configuration diagram of a V/f control unit 5’.
[0043] The V/f control unit 5’ sets the V/f ratio (V/f_gain) that changes in several stages to a variable 5’a and multiplies
the V/f ratio by the speed command value ωr* to output the q-axis voltage command value Vqc*. Furthermore, zero that
is set to a constant 5’b is output to the d-axis voltage command value Vdc*.
[0044] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of an output signal of the variable 5’a. Herein, an example in which the output
signal of the variable 5’a is changed in five stages is illustrated.
[0045] FIG. 6 illustrates characteristics of the voltage command value and the current detection value in a case where
the V/f ratio is changed in five stages (50% loaded state). It can be seen that when the V/f ratio is increased with the
speed command value ωr* being a constant value, a d-axis current detection value Idc also increases.
[0046] By changing the q-axis voltage command value Vqc*, the d-axis current detection value Idc can also be changed
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indirectly.
[0047] Herein, the q-axis current detection value Iqc decreases. This is because the d-axis secondary magnetic flux
ϕ2d also increases as a d-axis current Id increases.
[0048] That is, since the torque is constant, the q-axis current detection value Iqc decreases as the d-axis secondary
magnetic flux ϕ2d increases.
[0049] In a mutual inductance calculation unit 7, the q-axis voltage command value Vqc* that has changed in several
stages (five stages in the present embodiment), the d-axis current detection value Idc, and the q-axis current detection
value Iqc are input.
[0050] Herein, using these signals, a mutual inductance estimated value MΛ that changes in several stages is calcu-
lated.
[0051] Next, in a mutual inductance/excitation current table unit 9, the mutual inductance estimated value MΛ that has
changed in several stages and the d-axis current detection value Idc used for calculation at that time are input, and a
table relating to the mutual inductance and the excitation current (d-axis current detection value) is created.
[0052] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of the table relating to the mutual inductance and the excitation current.
[0053] The excitation current (d-axis current detection value idc) is illustrated on the horizontal axis and the mutual
inductance value (estimated value MΛ) is illustrated on the vertical axis. As combinations of the mutual inductance and
the excitation current, there are (M1, Id1), (M2, Id2), and the like.
[0054] Note that in place of the table, a formula expressing an approximate relationship between the mutual inductance
and the excitation current may be created.
[0055] According to the present embodiment, by adopting such a configuration, it is possible to acquire nonlinear
characteristics relating to the mutual inductance and the excitation current.

[Third embodiment]

[0056] FIG. 8 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to the third embodiment of the
present invention.
[0057] The first embodiment relates to the estimation of the mutual inductance M, and the second embodiment relates
to the creation of the mutual inductance M and the excitation current table. The third embodiment is obtained by applying
the table created in the second embodiment to a power conversion apparatus controlled by speed sensorless vector
control.
[0058] In FIG. 8, reference numerals 1 to 4, 6, and 8 are the same as those in FIG. 1.
[0059] A speed estimation calculation unit 10 outputs a speed estimated value ωr^ of an induction motor 1 on the basis
of a q-axis voltage command value Vqc***, a q-axis current detection value Iqc, an output frequency value ω1*, electric
constants (R1 and R2’) of the induction motor 1, and a d-axis secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d* of a d-axis
current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13.
[0060] A slip frequency calculation unit 11 outputs a slip frequency command value ωs* of the induction motor 1 on
the basis of a d-axis current command value Id*, a q-axis current command value Iq* and a set value T2* of a secondary
time constant that is output of the d-axis current-flux command setting unit 13.
[0061] An adding unit 12 outputs an output frequency value ω1* that is an added value of the speed estimated value
ωr^ and the slip frequency command value ωs*.
[0062] The d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 outputs a d-axis current command value Id*, the d-
axis secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d*, and the set value T2* of the secondary time constant from the table
of the mutual inductance M and the excitation current that has been created in the second embodiment.
[0063] A speed control calculation unit 14 outputs a q-axis current command value Iq* from a deviation between the
speed command value ωr* and the speed estimated value ωr^ ωr* - ωr^).
[0064] A vector control calculation unit 15 outputs a d-axis voltage reference value Vdc** and a q-axis voltage reference
value Vqc** on the basis of electric constants (R1 and Lσ) of the induction motor 1, the d-axis secondary magnetic flux
command value ϕ2d* and the current command values Id* and Iq* that are output of the d-axis current/magnetic flux
command setting unit 13, and the output frequency value ω1*.
[0065] A d-axis current control calculation unit 16 outputs a d-axis voltage correction value ΔVd* from a deviation (Id*
- Idc) between the d-axis current command value Id* and the d-axis current detection value Idc.
[0066] A q-axis current control calculation unit 17 outputs a q-axis voltage correction value ΔVq* from a deviation (Iq*
- Iqc) between the q-axis current command value Iq* and the q-axis current detection value Iqc.
[0067] An adding unit 18 outputs a voltage command value Vdc*** that is an added value of the d-axis voltage reference
value Vdc** and the d-axis voltage correction value ΔVd*.
[0068] An adding unit 19 outputs a voltage command value Vqc*** that is an added value of the q-axis voltage reference
value Vqc** and the q-axis voltage correction value ΔVq*.
[0069] First, there will be described the basic operation of a speed sensorless control method in a case where the d-
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axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 (embodiment 2) that is a feature of the present embodiment is not used.
[0070] The d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 (conventional) outputs the current command value
Id* necessary for generating the d-axis secondary magnetic flux value ϕ2d of the induction motor 1 (uses an excitation
current value and a mutual inductance M that are measured at a normal V/f ratio).
[0071] Furthermore, the speed control calculation unit 14 calculates the q-axis current command value Iq* so that the
speed estimated value ωr^ matches or approaches the speed command value ωr*.
[0072] The vector control calculation unit 15 calculates the voltage reference values Vdc** and Vqc** illustrated in
(Equation 6) using the d-axis current command value Id*, the q-axis current command value Iq*, electric constants (R1,
Lσ, M, and L2) of the induction motor 1, the d-axis secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d*, and the output frequency
value ω1*.
[Equation 6] 

[0073] Here, TACR represents a current control delay time constant.
[0074] In the d-axis current control calculation unit 16, the d-axis current command value Id* and the d-axis current
detection value Idc are input. In the q-axis current control calculation unit 17, the q-axis current command value Iq* and
the q-axis current detection value Iqc are input.
[0075] Herein, (proportional and integral) calculations are performed so that the current detection values Idc and Iqc
of respective components follow the current command values Id* and Iq* according to (Equation 7), and the d-axis value
ΔVd* and the q-axis voltage correction ΔVq* are output.
[Equation 7] 

[0076] Here, KpdACR represents a proportional gain of d-axis current control, KidACR represents an integral gain of the
d-axis current control, KpqACR represents a proportional gain of the q-axis current control, and KiqACR represents an
integral gain of the q-axis current control.
[0077] Furthermore, the adding units 18 and 19 calculate voltage command values Vdc** and Vqc** illustrated in
(Equation 8), and control an output voltage of a power converter 2.
[Equation 8] 

[0078] Furthermore, the speed estimation calculation unit 10 estimates a speed of the induction motor 1 according to
(Equation 9). In this speed estimation calculation, the speed estimated value ωr^ is calculated by estimating a q-axis
induced voltage value by a disturbance observer and dividing by a magnetic flux coefficient.
[Equation 9] 
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[0079] Here, R2’ represents a primary side converted value of a secondary resistance value, Tobs represents a speed
estimated delay time constant set for the disturbance observer.
[0080] Furthermore, the slip frequency calculation unit 11 calculates the slip frequency command value ωs* of the
induction motor 1 according to (Equation 10).
[Equation 10] 

[0081] Here, T2* represents a set value of the secondary time constant.
[0082] Furthermore, the adding unit 12 calculates the output frequency value ω1* illustrated in (Equation 11) using the
speed estimated value ωr^ and the slip frequency command value ωs*.
[Equation 11] 

[0083] A phase estimation calculation unit 8 estimates a phase θdc of the magnetic flux axis of the induction motor 1
according to (Equation 12).
[Equation 12] 

[0084] A sensorless control calculation is executed using, as a control reference, the phase estimated value θdc that
is an estimated value of the phase θd of the magnetic flux axis.
[0085] The above is the basic operation.
[0086] There will be now described control characteristics in a case where the d-axis current/magnetic flux command
setting unit 13 (second embodiment) that is a feature of the present embodiment is used.
[0087] In order to describe effects of the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13, first, there will be
described control characteristics in a case where the d-axis current command value Id* and the secondary magnetic flux
command value ϕ2d* are set to normal values (the excitation current value and the mutual inductance M that are measured
at the normal V/f ratio).
[0088] FIG. 9 illustrates load operation characteristics (simulation result) in a case where an error of 10% or more is
given to a resistance value set for the sensorless control.
[0089] In a state where the speed control of the induction motor 1 is performed at 0.3 Hz (1/100 of a base frequency),
load torque in a ramp form is given up to 200% from a point A to a point B. An actual speed value ωr become lower than
the speed command value ωr*, and the speed deviation Δωr increases and becomes unstable after the point B illustrated
in the figures . That is, there is a problem that the speed control characteristics deteriorate in an extremely low speed range.
[0090] Herein, with the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 (second embodiment) that is a feature
of the present embodiment is used, this speed control characteristics can be improved. This will be described below.
[0091] FIG. 10 illustrates a block of the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 (utilizing the second
embodiment) according to the embodiment.
[0092] Basically, in accordance with the magnitude of the speed command value ωr*, the d-axis current/magnetic flux
command setting unit 13 (1) switches and outputs the d-axis current command value Id* and the secondary magnetic
flux command value ϕ2d*, and (2) switches and outputs the set value T2* of the secondary time constant.
[0093] Specifically, a changeover switch 13a for the d-axis current command value Id* selects Id2 at the time of saturated
magnetic flux in a case where the speed command value ωr* is less than 10% of the base frequency, and selects Id1 at
the time of normal magnetic flux in a case where the speed command value ωr* is 10% or more of the base frequency.
[0094] These values are outputted as the d-axis current command value Id*.
[0095] A changeover switch 13b for the secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d* selects M2 at the time of saturated
magnetic flux in a case where the speed command value ωr* is 10% or more of the base frequency, and selects M1 at
the time of normal magnetic flux in a case where the speed command value ωr* is 10% or more of the base frequency.
[0096] These values are outputted as a set value M* of the mutual inductance.
[0097] Furthermore, the mutual inductance set value M* is multiplied by the d-axis current command value Id*, passed
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through a low-pass filter 13d having a gain of the secondary time constant set value T2* of the induction motor 1, and
then outputted as the secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d*.
[0098] Furthermore, the set value M* of the mutual inductance is input to a block 13c and converted by (Equation 13),
and the set value T2* of the secondary time constant is output.
[Equation 13] 

[0099] In the present embodiment, the switching level value of the changeover switches 13a and 13b is set to 10% of
the base frequency, but may be 5% or 20%, and may be arbitrarily set.
[0100] Herein, constants (Id1, Id2, M1, and M2) to be set internally in FIG. 10 are set by selecting from the mutual
inductance and excitation current table in the second embodiment.
[0101] For example, the excitation current value and the mutual inductance value at the time of normal magnetic flux
(measuring at the normal V/f ratio) may be set as Id1 and M1, respectively, and the excitation current value and the
mutual inductance value at the time of magnetic flux saturation may be set as Id2 and M2, respectively.
[0102] For example, in the characteristics of the excitation current and the mutual inductance illustrated in FIG. 7, data
(Id1, M1) of (1) is selected at the time of normal magnetic flux, and data (Id2, M2) of (4) at the time of saturated magnetic
flux. That is, by driving with the magnetic flux saturation region (using the data in (4)) in the low speed range, a speed
control system is stabilized by minimizing an error in speed estimation related to flux fluctuations.
[0103] FIG. 11 illustrates a simulation result of the load operation characteristics according to the present embodiment.
In this figure, a load condition used in FIG. 9 is set. A comparison between the results of the load characteristics disclosed
in FIGS. 9 and 11 shows that in the case of control using the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 that
is a feature of the present embodiment, a steady speed deviation of the actual speed value ωr of the induction motor 1
decreases and the speed control system is stable.
[0104] By using the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 of the present embodiment, it is possible to
stably achieve high torque even in an extremely low speed range.

[Fourth embodiment]

[0105] FIG. 12 is a configuration diagram of a d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13 according to the
fourth embodiment of the present invention.
[0106] In the third embodiment, as for the d-axis current command value Id* and the mutual inductance M* that are
set in the d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13, one set of (Id1, M1) at the time of normal magnetic flux
and (Id2, M2) at the time of saturated magnetic flux is set. However, in the present embodiment, two sets, each of which
includes data at the time of normal magnetic flux and data at the time of saturated magnetic flux are set.
[0107] In the figure, reference numerals 13a to 13d are the same as those in FIG. 10.
[0108] The d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13’ sets a total of two sets, each of which includes data
at the time of normal magnetic flux and data at the time of saturated magnetic flux are set, that is, one set of (Id1, M1)
at the time of normal magnetic flux and (Id2, M2) at the time of saturated magnetic flux and one set of (Id3, M3) at the
time of normal magnetic flux and (Id4, M4) at the time of saturated magnetic flux.
[0109] For example, as the first set, the data of (1) in FIG. 7 is set at the time of normal magnetic flux and the data of
(4) in FIG. 7 is set at the time of saturated magnetic flux. As the second set, the data of (2) in FIG. 7 is set at the time
of normal magnetic flux and the data in (5) in FIG. 7 is set at the time of saturated magnetic flux. Thus, two sets of the
excitation current values and the mutual inductance values are set.
[0110] The d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13’ initially sets the first set and performs actual operation.
In a case where a torque shortage state or an overcurrent trip occurs as a result of the actual operation, the d-axis
current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13’ automatically changes the setting to the second set.
[0111] With such a configuration, it is possible to set an optimum d-axis current command value Id* and an optimum
secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d*.
[0112] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, description has been given of a method of controlling the d-axis
current/magnetic flux command setting unit 13’ using two sets of set values that are the first set values and the second
set values. However, the setting may be changed using three or more set values.
[0113] According to the present embodiment, a plurality of d-axis current command values Id* and a plurality of sec-
ondary magnetic flux command values ϕ2d* are provided. With this configuration, it is possible to achieve stable and
highly accurate speed control in any load torque state (magnitude and inclination of torque).
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[Fifth embodiment]

[0114] FIG. 13 is a configuration diagram of a power converter according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.
[0115] The present embodiment is obtained by applying the fourth embodiment to a drive system of an induction motor.
[0116] In the figure, reference numerals 1 to 4, 6, 8, 10 to 13’, and 14 to 19 of the constituent elements are the same
as those in FIGS. 8 and 12.
[0117] An induction motor 1 that is a component in FIG. 13 is driven by the power conversion apparatus 20. In the
power conversion apparatus 20, reference numerals 4, 6, 8, 10 to 13’, and 14 to 19 in FIGS. 8 and 12 are implemented
as software, and reference numerals 2 and 2a are implemented as hardware.
[0118] Values of a d-axis current command value Id* and a secondary magnetic flux command value ϕ2d* (Id1, M1),
(Id2, M2), (Id3, M3), and (Id4, M4)) may be made settable by a host device such as a digital operator 20b, a personal
computer 21, a tablet 22 and a smartphone 23 of the power conversion apparatus 20.
[0119] With a driving system of an induction motor of the present embodiment, it is possible to achieve high-speed
control characteristics.
[0120] In the third to fifth embodiments so far, the voltage correction values ΔVd* and ΔVq* has been created from the
current command values Id* and Iq* and the current detection values Idc and Iqc, and a calculation that adds the voltage
correction value and the voltage reference value of the vector control, illustrated in (Equation 8), has been performed.
However, there can be applied a control method in which intermediate current command values Id* and Iq* illustrated in
(Equation 14) used for a vector control calculation are created from current command values Id* and Iq* and current
detection values Idc and Iqc, and voltage command values Vdc**** and Vqc**** are calculated using these current command
values and the output frequency value ω1*, and the electric constant of the induction motor 1, according to (Equation 15).
[Equation 14] 

[0121] Here, KpdACR1 represents a proportional gain of the d-axis current control, KidACR1 represents an integral gain
of the d-axis current control, KpqACR1 represents a proportional gain of the q-axis current control, and KiqACR1 represents
an integral gain of the q-axis current control.
[Equation 15] 

[0122] Here, Td represents a d-axis electric time constant (Ld/R), Tq represents a q- axis electric time constant (Lq/R).
[0123] Furthermore, there can be applied a vector control method in which a voltage correction value ΔVd_p* of a d-
axis proportional calculation component, a voltage correction value ΔVd_i* of a d-axis integral calculation g component,
a voltage correction value ΔVq_p* of a q-axis proportional calculation component, and a voltage correction value ΔVq_i*
of a q-axis integral calculation component that are used for a vector control calculation are calculated from current
command values Id* and Iq* and current detection values Idc and Iqc, according to (Equation 16), and
[Equation 16] 
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voltage command values Vdc***** and Vqc***** are calculated using these voltage correction values, output frequency
value ω1* and the electric constants of the induction motor 1, according to (Equation 17).
[Equation 17] 

[0124] Furthermore, there can be also applied a control method in which an output frequency command value ω1**
illustrated in (Equation 18) and voltage command values Vdc****** and Vqc****** illustrated in (Equation 19) are calculated
using the d-axis current command value Id* and a primary delay signal Iqctd of the q-axis current detection value Iqc, the
speed command value ωr*, and electrical constants of the induction motor 1.
[Equation 18] 

[Equation 19] 

[0125] Furthermore, in the third to fifth embodiments so far, the speed estimation calculation unit 10 has calculated
the speed estimated value according to (Equation 9). However, a method of using both the current control and the speed
estimation in the q-axis current control may be adopted.
[0126] In this case, the speed estimated value ωr^^ is calculated as illustrated in (Equation 20).
[Equation 20] 

[0127] Here, KpqACR2 represents a proportional gain of current control, and KiqACR2 represents an integral gain of
current control.
[0128] Furthermore, in the third to fifth embodiments so far, the speed estimation calculation unit 10 has calculated
the speed estimated value according to (Equation 9). However, there may be adopted a method in which as disclosed
in FIG. 14, a speed detection encoder 24 is attached to the induction motor 1, and a speed detection value is calculated
from an encoder signal.
[0129] In the case of FIG. 14, the speed detection encoder 24 is attached to the induction motor 1, and a speed
detection calculation unit 10’ is provided in place of the speed estimation calculation unit 10 disclosed in the third
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embodiment. With this configuration, it is possible to accurately detect an actual speed value (speed detection value)
ωrd of the induction motor 1.

[Sixth embodiment]

[0130] FIG. 15 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a sixth embodiment of the
present invention.
[0131] A difference from the third embodiment is that an output frequency ω1r* instead of a speed command value ωr*
is given as a command value from a host device. A subtracting unit 25 subtracts a slip frequency command value ωs*
from the output frequency command value ω1r* and outputs the speed command value ωr*.
[0132] As disclosed in FIG. 14, there may be adopted a method in which a speed detection calculation unit 10’ is
provided instead of the speed estimation calculation unit 10, whereby a speed detection value ωrd is calculated as an
alternative to the speed estimated value ωr^ of the induction motor 1.

[Seventh embodiment]

[0133] FIG. 16 is a configuration diagram of a power conversion apparatus according to a seventh embodiment of the
present invention.
[0134] A difference from the third embodiment is that an output frequency ω1r* instead of a speed command value ωr*
is given as a command value from a host device, the output frequency value ω1* is subtracted from the output frequency
command value ω1r* by a subtracting unit 26, and a resultant output frequency value is used as an input signal to the
speed control calculation unit.
[0135] As disclosed in FIG. 14, there may be adopted a method in which a speed detection calculation unit 10’ is
provided instead of the speed estimation calculation unit 10, whereby a speed detection value ωrd is calculated as an
alternative to the speed estimated value ωr^ of the induction motor 1.

Industrial Applicability

[0136] According to a power conversion apparatus of the present invention, it is possible to stably output high torque
even in an extremely low speed range. Therefore, the power conversion apparatus can be used not only for driving of
general induction motors, but also for elevator drive motors, in-vehicle drive motors (for construction machinery), motors
for hoist cranes, and the like. Reference Signs List
[0137]

1 induction motor
2 power converter
2a direct current power supply
3 current detector
4 coordinate conversion unit
5, 5’ V/f control unit
6 coordinate conversion unit
7 mutual inductance calculation unit
7a reactive power calculation unit
7b mutual inductance estimation unit
8 phase estimation calculation unit
9 mutual inductance/excitation current table unit
10 speed estimation calculation unit
11 slip frequency calculation unit
12 adding unit
13 d-axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit
14 speed control calculation unit
15 vector control calculation unit
16 d-axis current control calculation unit
17 q-axis current control calculation unit
18, 19 adding unit
20 power conversion apparatus
20a contents of power conversion apparatus
20b panel part of power conversion apparatus
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21 personal computer
22 tablet
23 smartphone
24 speed detection encoder
25, 26 subtracting unit
M^ mutual inductance estimated value
Q^ reactive power estimated value
Id* d-axis current command value
Iq* q-axis current command value
ωr speed of induction motor 1
ωr^ speed estimated value
ωrd speed detection value
ωs slip of induction motor 1
ωs* slip frequency command value
ω1r* output frequency command value
ω1r output frequency value
ω1* output frequency value of induction motor 1
θdc phase estimated value
ωr* speed command value
Vdc* reference value of d-axis voltage command
Vqc* reference value of q-axis voltage command
Vdc**, Vdc***, Vdc****, Vdc***** d-axis voltage command value
Vqc**, Vqc***, Vqc****, Vqc***** q-axis voltage command value

Claims

1. A method of automatically tuning a power conversion apparatus that drives an induction motor, the method com-
prising:

in an auto tuning mode,
a step in which a V/f control unit that outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor changes a ratio
of an output voltage of the induction motor to an output frequency of the induction motor to change a voltage
command value over several stages;
a step in which a current detection means detects an excitation current that changes in several stages; and
a step in which a mutual inductance calculation unit calculates reactive power on the basis of the voltage
command value, a current detection value, and a speed command value and estimates, from the reactive power,
a mutual inductance of the induction motor that changes in several stages.

2. The method of automatically tuning a power conversion apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:

in a vector control mode,
a step in which a current/magnetic flux command setting unit of a outputs a current command value and a
secondary magnetic flux command value on the basis of a mutual inductance value and an excitation current
value measured in the auto tuning mode; and
a step in which a vector control calculation unit outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor on the
basis of the current command value and the secondary magnetic flux command value,
wherein in the step of outputting the current command value and the secondary magnetic flux command value,
the magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit sets a mutual inductance value in a saturated
state and an excitation current value at that time in a low speed range and sets a mutual inductance value in a
normal state and an excitation current value at that time in a middle and high speed range.

3. The method of automatically tuning a power conversion apparatus according to claim 2,
wherein in the step of outputting the current command value and the secondary magnetic flux command value, the
magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit is capable of setting two or more excitation current
values and two or more mutual inductance values in at least either the low speed range or the middle and high
speed range, and in a case where a torque shortage state or an overcurrent trip state occurs due to the first set
value, the magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit changes the setting to the next set value.
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4. An electric power conversion apparatus that drives an induction motor, comprising:

a current detection means that detects a driving current of the induction motor;
a V/f control unit that outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor on the basis of a speed command
value of the induction motor and a ratio of an output voltage of the induction motor to an output frequency of
the induction motor; and
a mutual inductance calculation unit that calculates a mutual inductance of the induction motor on the basis of
the voltage command value, a current detection value, and the speed command value,
wherein the mutual inductance calculation unit includes:

a reactive power calculation unit that calculates reactive power on the basis of the voltage command value,
the current detection value, and the speed command value; and
a mutual inductance estimation unit that estimates a mutual inductance from the calculated reactive power.

5. The power conversion apparatus according to claim 4, further comprising:

a mutual inductance/excitation current table unit,
wherein the V/f control unit changes the ratio of the output voltage of the output frequency to change the voltage
command value over several stages;
the current detection means measures an excitation current that changes in several stages;
the mutual inductance calculation unit estimates a mutual inductance value that changes in several stages; and
the mutual inductance/excitation current table unit creates a table relating to the excitation current value and
the mutual inductance value that change in several stages.

6. A power conversion apparatus that drives an induction motor by vector control, comprising:

a magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit that outputs a current command value and a
secondary magnetic flux command value on the basis of a set mutual inductance value and a set excitation
current value;
a vector control calculation unit that outputs a voltage command value of the induction motor on the basis of
the current command value and the secondary magnetic flux command value;
wherein in a vector control mode, the magnetic flux axis current/magnetic flux command setting unit sets a
mutual inductance value in a saturated state and an excitation current value at that time in the low speed range,
and sets a mutual inductance value in a normal state and an excitation current value at that time in a middle
and high speed range.

7. The power conversion apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein the saturated state means that an excitation current of the induction motor is equal to or higher than a rated
excitation current value, and
the normal state means a state represented with an excitation current value measured at a ratio of a voltage to a
frequency at the time of driving by V/f control, the ratio of the voltage to the frequency being calculated using a base
value of the frequency.

8. The power conversion apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein the low speed range means that a speed command value or a frequency command value is less than a
predetermined ratio of a base value, and the middle and high speed range means that the speed command value
or the frequency command value is equal to or greater than the predetermined ratio of the base value.

9. The power conversion apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 8,
wherein the mutual inductance value to be set and the excitation current value to be set are set on the basis of the
mutual inductance/excitation current table unit according to claim 5.

10. The power conversion apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 8,
the mutual inductance value to be set or the excitation current value to be set is set in a microcomputer internal
memory mounted in the power conversion apparatus, and is made settable and changeable by connecting a digital
operator, a personal computer, a tablet or a smartphone device.
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